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the status quo for derogations should bemaintained. Derogations should not be allowed at all, even if this may requirealternative supplies which may. 
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Public Consultation



EUSurvey on the Quality of Drinking Water



Statistical Report December 2014
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Public consultation - EU Survey http://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/



- Period: 23/06/2014 to 23/09/2014 - available in all languages



-



Evaluated replies: 5908 of these: Stakeholders/Experts: 670 (11%)



Part 1: General Questions to Consumers Part 2: Questions Drinking Water Directive 2
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Do you live in an urbanised or a rural area? (%) Urbanised



Rural



Don’t know/Not applicable



Not answered



3% 2%



35% 60%
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Large water supply zone (serving more than 5000 persons) or small water supply zone (serving less than 5000 persons) (%) Large



Small



Don’t know/Not applicable



Not answered



1% 9%



19%



71%
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I am well informed about the quality of my drinking water (%) agree



neither agree/no disagree



disegree



don't know/not applicable



not answered



2% 1%



23%



58%



16%
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I use drinking water at my home for (%) always



most of the time



not or rarely



don't know/not applicable



not answered 90,0



81,6 66,2



56,6



55,3



54,6



3,0 0,6



25,3



24,6



21,0 18,7 7,35,0



11,5 10,0



12,7



11,8 5,9 3,1



7,05,4 5,2 0,9



4,02,7



drinking directly from drinking after filtering drinking after boiling it cooking directly from cooking after filtering the tap it the tap it



5,0 2,12,00,9 washing/personal hygiene
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Accessibility (I) %



Where I live, access to wholesome and clean drinking water is good In the UE overall, the way I see it, access to wholesome and clean drinking water is good 81,8



28,1



25,1



23,1



21,3



8,2



7,4 1,6



agree



neither agree/nor disagree



disagree



don't know/not applicable



1,1



2,4



not answered
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Accessibility (II) % Where I live, the conncection supply network is good In the UE overall, the way I see it, the conection to the supply network is good 88,5



28,9



28,2



21,1



19,0 5,1



agree



neither agree/nor disagree



3,4



disagree



1,4



don't know/not applicable



1,7



2,8



not answered
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Affordability (I) % Where I live, the price of drinking water (for consumers) is affordable In the EU overall, the way I see it, the price of drinking (for consumers) is affordable



69,3



37,8 26,4 17,2 12,7



14,8



16,0 1,9



agree



neither/nor



disagree



don't know



1,2



2,6



not answered
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Affordability (II) % Where I live, the drinking water services (customer services, security of supply, …) is affordable In the EU overall, the way I see it, drinking water services (customer services, security of supply, …) are good value for money 63,1



42,6



29,1 17,3 10,6



14,1



14,6



3,8 agree



neither/nor



disagree



don't know



1,7



3,1



not answered 11



Acceptability (I) % Where I live, the quality of drinking water is good (wholesome and clean) In the EU overall, the way I see it, the quality of drinking water isgood (wholesome and clean) 73,5



30,7 26,1



24,4 15,8 11,5



10,8 2,4



agree



neither/not



disagree



don't know



1,7



3,1



not answered 12



Acceptability (II) % Where I live, the sensation (perceived, subjective quality) of drinkingwater is good (i.e. wholesome as regards taste, odour, turbidity, hardness,…)



In the EU overall, the way I see it, the sensation of drinking water isgood (i.e. wholesome as regards taste, odour, turbidity, hardness,…) 70,4



33,2 26,2



24,8 12,4



12,0



15,1



0,7 agree



neither/not



disagree



don't know



1,8



3,4



not answered 13



12,3 6,85,7 2,2 8,7 4,01,71,8



don't know



56,5



26,5 23,1 24,3



12,4 6,0 2,11,7 26,0



13,4 4,12,2



13,5 5,5 2,2



Other threats or other pollution sources (please specify)



73,0



Threats to drinking water quality due to impacts of climate change (suchas those caused by floods, droughts,…



84,1



disagree



Substances from materials in direct contact with drinking water (such as contaminants leaching from pipes, ducts,…



neither/nor



Pollution from human consumption and inadequate wastewater treatment (such as ammonium, nitrates,…



agree



Pollution from industrial sources (such as heavy metals, solvents, additives, or other chemicals which…



5,57,8 1,11,5



Pollution from exploration or exploitation of hydrocarbons (such as oil, shale gas, etc)



11,6 4,0



Pollution from agriculture (such as pesticides, fertilisers and faecal pollution)



Pollution from natural sources (such as minerals)



Threats to drinking water (%) not answered



83,8 77,8



52,8 44,3



34,7



21,2 11,8 7,0



15,6
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Replies to questions related to the Drinking Water Directive
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Quality standards in the Drinking Water Directive (%) agree



neither/nor



disagree



don't know



not answered



57,2



55,2



53,5



38,8 26,0 19,6



18,4



15,9 11,3



7,9



10,2



17,9 17,3



13,1 7,6 8,6



No change to current regime Restrict the list to a few key is necessary; the current list parameters most relevant for is kept, and limit values are human health. reflecting the latest scientific evidence (which is required by the Directive)



4,9 5,3 Revise and extend the list of parameters, e.g. to consider new and emerging pollutants, if there are possible effects on human health and if this does not lead to a significant increase in the price of water.



6,6 4,8 Revise and extend the list of parameters, e.g. to consider new andemerging pollutants, if there are possible effects on human health and even if this leads to a significant increase in the price of water. 16



Monitoring and Control of Drinking Water (%) agree



neither/nor



disagree



don't know



not answered



80,9 68,4



40,7



37,1 27,4 19,0



24,8 21,1 8,38,2



11,7 9,7 5,1 5,0



42,4 34,7



37,8



9,3 4,2



24,1 22,7



10,7 4,7



No action is Monitoring and Monitoring Monitoring necessary control efforts should be more should be more because the level should be frequent, frequent, even if of monitoring reduced because provided this this leads to a and control the costs does not lead to significant efforts is outweigh the a significant increase in the adequate health benefits increase in the price of water price of water



6,05,0 6,4 1,7 Monitoring should be more transparent, and results should be availableonline



12,0



8,9 2,0 Other
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Content of consumer information (%) agree



neither/nor



disagree



don't know



56,3



not answered 54,6 47,4



45,0 41,3 35,5



22,5



20,8



19,4



16,916,8



16,015,7



33,1



22,9



20,2 18,4



16,6



14,1



12,4



11,211,3 1,9



2,5



2,5



2,9



11,9 5,5



2,3



Easily understandable Simplified information Basic quality aspects All detailed All detailed information to all that intelligible to all (some parameters as information from each information from each drinking water quality summarising water for bottled analysis and all analysis and all is compliant (water quality aspects (a label water/mineralwater) parameters that parameters should quality ok) with colours, a flag, an arebeing monitored bemade available and index, etc.) should be made it should be indicated available for each parameter whether it meets the legal requirements



2,1 Others
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11,4 10,2 7,3 5,0 9,7 9,4 8,4



1,9



don't know



50,9 42,3



46,9



23,6 17,8 10,6 5,7



19,3 14,6 9,210,0 7,6



Others



66,1



disagree



In addition to information on my water supply, dissemination andinterlinkage of information to national or Europe-wide…



11,4 5,2



neither/nor



New information tools (e.g. SMS, Apps,…) should be used more actively todisseminate drinking water information where necessary



agree



All monitored up-to-date information should be made available online



15,516,9



More up-to-date information should be made available online



No action is necessary because the current information provisions areadequate



Ways to inform consumers (%) not answered



70,6



39,242,0



9,6



1,6
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Actions in case of problems (%) agree



neither/nor



disagree



don't know



82,1



79,2



49,7



not answered



51,0 43,2 39,0



38,7 22,2 18,4



17,1 11,59,2



8,0



14,1 11,0



19,218,7 3,0



8,1



No additional The current regime Water supplies actions should be for taking remedial should be closed taken because the action is too whenever failures current provisions restrictive and are found, and areadequate overly protective freesupply of drinking water by bottles, containers, tankers should be granted



7,5



4,0 2,8 6,5



6,2



3,5 1,8



6,4



Remedial action Requirements for should be prompt notification supplemented by of consumers in additional case of failures preventive action, using modern i.e. by antagonising communication critical trends, long tools should be before a near miss introduced or failure



8,3



8,1 1,3



Others
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Derogations (%) agree



neither/nor



disagree



don't know



not answered 43,7 40,3



42,3 39,6



39,0



28,8



19,4 15,9



26,6



21,3



21,1



18,8 14,4 11,3



13,4 9,9



11,6



15,5 11,8



16,1 11,012,2 8,0



6,5 1,5



No action is Derogations should The current necessary because not be allowed at all, derogations should the status quo for even if this may be extended to be derogations should requirealternative allowed for a bemaintained supplies which may furthertransition lead to higher costs period



A new derogations regime should be introduced to a limited extent andunder strict conditions



Others
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3,5 5,6 12,813,3 6,6 6,3



65,4



18,017,0 7,5 7,8



20,4



12,610,6 5,4 6,1 12,9 6,1 7,2



16,0 11,8 2,5 5,8



Other aspects should be addressed



49,7



don't know



Additional incentives to save drinking water should be introduced



61,0



disagree



Aspects of water use and water re-use in households and food industry should be addressed explicitly



13,314,7



neither/nor



Materials in contact with drinking water (pipes, ducts, valves, fittings, filters, taps…) should be regulated in a more harmonised way



agree



Further provisions as regards extended responsibility and liability of water suppliers or market surveillance/inspection regimes should be taken into…



62,9



Drinking water treatment should be regulated similar to food production installations referring to the hazard analysis and critical control points (HACCP)…



Drinking water regulations should cover the entire supply process and not be limited to quality standards at the tap



Further aspects (%) not answered 63,9



53,4 48,8 41,9



10,2 7,8



1,5
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Further Evaluation is going on: - All responses - Detailed responses to open questions - Additional stakeholder contributions



are currently being analysed with the view to assess the need for improvements of the EU drinking water policy and how they could be achieved.23



European Commission DG Environment Unit C.2 - Marine Environment and Water Industry



[email protected] http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water
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participation - European Commission - Europa EU 

Oct 13, 2015 - disclosing trial data runs the risk of releasing trade se- ...... sche Risiken hervorrufen. ..... garantieren, dass sie ohne unzumutbare praktische.
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GI - European Commission - Europa EU 

Programm); Gewinne fÃ¼r Lokalunternehmen aus dem Verkauf von Materialien und ..... Spender symbolischer Inhaber einer â€žGrÃ¼nband-Aktieâ€œ und erhÃ¤lt zum ...
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früheren Industriegebiet Tourismusmöglichkeiten zu eröffnen. ... 4 Gigawattstunden/Jahr (erstes Förderprogramm) und 3,1 Gigawattstunden/Jahr (zweites .... Planungsbeschlüssen kann dazu beitragen, Konfliktsituationen und zeitliche ...
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EDiMA - European Commission - Europa EU 

EDiMA, the European association representing online platforms, welcomes the .... "Trader" is any natural or legal person using an online platform for business or ...
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EEA - European Commission - Europa EU 

example, when the trader neglects consumer rights (in case of non delivery or withdrawal) or has gone bankrupt, or when a card transaction was not authorised.
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Biotechnology - European Commission - Europa EU 

LV. Latvia. LU. Luxembourg. HU. Hungary. MT. Malta. NL. The Netherlands. AT ...... bringen einigen Menschen Vorteile, fÃ¼r andere stellen sie aber ein Risiko dar.
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Crowdfunding - European Commission - Europa EU 

27.03.2014 - die Unternehmen erÃ¶ffnen und sie erhalten mehr direkten Kontakt zu diesen, ... Mitgliedstaaten festgelegt wird, Ã¼ber den noch beraten wird.
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Biotechnology - European Commission - Europa EU 

... likely to agree that decisions about animal cloning should be based mainly on the advice of experts. Decisions about animal cloning should be based mainly on the advice of experts. Decisions about animal cloning should be based mainly on what the
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Staff Working Document - European Commission - Europa EU 

Jun 2, 2016 - across borders in a similar way to merchandise trade. .... Sennder is a German company that offers same-day parcel delivery by using ...
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in Europe having been victims of physical violence at least once in their lives. â€¢ Persisting stereotypes of traditional gender roles meaning that women still carry a.
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Social Affairs and Inclusion: they are focused on protecting people from health ...... winters and the cooling influence of the Atlantic Ocean during the summer ...
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Eurostat regional - European Commission - Europa EU 

Hamburg, while relatively low rates were reported in several southern regions ...... example, air carrier licensing, market access and fares. These measures have ...
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18.11.2015 - Emerging options for improving environmental monitoring and reporting ....... 171 ...... Reporting obligations are put in place for most items of EU ...
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28.03.2011 - need of international protection, which place significant and urgent demands on EU countries' reception ... Reâ€‘lab: start up your business. 22. Latvia ... Developing the liaison officer network in third countries. 97. France.
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border cooperation programmes - European Commission - Europa EU 

7 BG-RO, CZ-PL,CZ-SK, EE-LV, HR-HU, HR-SI, HU-RO, HU-SI, HU-SK, LT-LV, LT-PL and PL-SK for land border regions and the unique maritime border area, ...
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(CPC) Regulation - European Commission - Europa EU 

May 25, 2016 - authorities is therefore crucial to prevent non-compliant traders from ... border situations, i.e. when a malpractice by a trader established in one ...
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UK. 51%. 35%. 59%. 56%. 64%. 49%. 50%. 54%. 54%. 44%. 24%. Subjective urbanisation. Single households by age. Proportion of households having an internet connection. Household composition. Subjective urbanisation. Single households by age. Households
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retail financial services - European Commission - Europa EU 

Lebensversicherung. Andere Versicherungs- produkte (z.B.. Hausversicherung, private Krankenzusatz- versicherung, Kfz-. Versicherung). Nichts davon.
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cyber security - European Commission - Europa EU 

QB4 Quelles inquiÃ©tudes avez-vous, si vous en avez, concernant l'utilisation d'Internet pour rÃ©aliser des activitÃ©s comme utiliser des services bancaires en ligne ...
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gender equality - European Commission - Europa EU 

However, women are clearly more sensitive to this topic and as a result they express stronger opinions on some aspects. For instance, they are more likely than ...
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effective justice systems - European Commission - Europa EU 

14.11.2016 - Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia and. Slovenia. this approach is also required under the. ESIF Regulation No 1303/201327. The.
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cyber security - European Commission - Europa EU 

LV. 10. 3. 34. -1. 34. -3. 20. 2. 2. -1. 44. 2. 54. -1. LT. 13. 0. 44. 4. 24. 0. 16. -2. 3. -2 ...... Sie sind der Meinung, dass das Risiko, Opfer von Internet-KriminalitÃ¤t zu ...
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Umweltorientierte Beschaffung! - European Commission - Europa EU 

in einem Auswahlverfahren zugeteilt, und Antragsteller kÃ¶nnen von einer. Checkliste GPP-Kriterien auswÃ¤hlen, um in der Bewertungsphase des Projek-.
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